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ERC Starting Grant Mentoring Event 1
21 September 2020 - 14:00-16:00 (online)

- Focus on early-career researchers from EU13 and associated countries

**Plenary session**

14:00-14:05
Opening *(Mangala Srinivas, YAE Chair)*

14:05-14:30
Information session, The European Research Council: Funding opportunities and application and evaluation process *(Jana Siftova, ERCEA)*

14:30-14:45
Q&A

14:45-15:00
Equality of opportunities for next generation researchers in Europe, Prof. Nedjeljka Zagar

15:00-16:00
Breakout sessions with ERC grantees

- Domain PE *(Toma Susi and Zeila Zanolli, YAE)*
- Domain LS *(Valeria Gazzola and Mangala Srinivas, YAE)*
- Domain SH *(Kaius Sinemaki and Lydia Schumacher, YAE)*

Videos on Young Academy of Europe's YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axUJ1UQ_c&t=62s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixr5JhLZNHw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LA1iU_s4yH0
ERC StG one-to-one mentoring initiative

• Information sent out to 500 registered participants as potential mentees

• YAE members volunteering as mentors
ERC Starting Grant Mentoring Event 2
11 November 2021 - 14:00-16:00

Focus on early-career researchers from EU13 and associated countries, in partnership with the AE Budapest Hub

Plenary session
- 14:00-14:05 Opening (Gemma Modinos, YAE Chair; Éva Kondorosi, AE Budapest Hub Co-chair)
- 14:05-14:30 The European Research Council: Funding opportunities and application and evaluation process (Janka Mátrai, ERCEA)
- 14:30-14:45 Common mistakes and highly valued elements of ERC applications as seen by ERC evaluators (Gergely Böhm, NCP Hungary)
- 14:45-15:00 Q & A

Moderator: Katalin Solymosi (YAE, AE Hub)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXO0Wq3qsol&t=208s

Agenda:
1. Introduction to ERC funding and specific advice for applicants in EU13 and Associated Countries
2. Parallel ERC StG mock evaluation panels by domain (LS, SH, PE)
ERC Starting Grant Mentoring Event 2
11 November 2021 - 14:00-16:00

- Focus on early-career researchers from EU13 and associated countries, in partnership with the AE Budapest Hub

**Breakout sessions**
- 15:00-16:00 Domain PE (4 Panellists: László Forró, HAS; Eystein Jansen, AE; Katalin Kamarás, AE; Marcel Swart, AE), Moderator: Alina Mihaela Badescu (YAE)
- 15:00-16:00 Domain LS (4 Panellists: André Aleman, KNAW; Mara Dierssen, AE; Mandy McLean, AMS; Ole Petersen, AE), Moderator: Gemma Modinos (YAE)
- 15:00-16:00 Domain SH (4 Panellists: Marcel den Dikken, KNAW; Poul Holm, AE; Miklós Koren, AE; Peter Wagner, AE), Moderator: Pawel Korpal (YAE)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oR_HUFyPu_E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TYOttj-nMaQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_6_GSO0YPU&t=25s
Thank you for your attention!